The agenda for CS447 lecture #28 (December 5, 2023)

1. Distribute:
   - Attendance cards

2. Announcement
   - Your quiz grades, attendance statuses, the project grades (#1 and #2), and the midterm exam grades should be all posted soon. Please check your grades and if there is any problem, contact Dr. Fujinoki as soon as possible.
   - Final exam
     (a) A cumulative exam – covers all the topics from the beginning of CS447 FA-2023 (including the projects)
     (b) a 100—minute exam
     (c) two cheat sheets
     (d) a calculator
     (e) suggested to come to the SIUE campus 20 to 15 minutes before the exam starts (the final exam will start “on time” (at the scheduled time/day).
   - Quiz #12 (15 minutes) – at the end of the lecture today (a timekeeper wanted)

3. IPSec – PPT slides have been “reorganized”
   - Will go through all Quiz #12 questions
   - Some questions are updated

4. Quiz #12